Introduction
============

In this dynamic causal modeling (DCM) study, we were interested in how the putamen and thalamus contribute to reading. Previous functional imaging and lesion studies have already shown that the putamen and thalamus are involved in reading but little is known about how they participate in the conversion of orthographic input to articulatory output. Our questions focused on how reading aloud modulated the neuronal interactions between visual recognition and articulatory areas, specifically, whether these interactions were mediated by activity in the putamen, the thalamus, both, or neither. In addition, by including data from 28 healthy subjects reading regularly spelled English words, we were also able to consider intersubject variability in the neuronal pathways that support reading because both cognitive and anatomical models invariably include 2 or more possible mechanisms for reading regularly spelled words ([@bib76]; [@bib14]; [@bib55]; [@bib15]). Below, we discuss the previous studies that observed putamen and thalamic activation in reading and we then present the motivation for our experimental design and the rationale for our DCM analysis.

Our review of both the lesion and imaging literature provides some evidence that the putamen and thalamus are involved in reading at the level of speech production (e.g., [@bib72]; [@bib68]; [@bib67]; [@bib41]; [@bib4]; [@bib6]). For example, both regions were more activated when subjects read meaningless written syllables ([@bib6]) or completed stem words ([@bib68]) when performed aloud compared with silently. Activation in the left putamen and thalamus also increased when subjects monitored verbal output during syllable production ([@bib67]). Nevertheless, putamen and thalamic activation do not always co-occur as illustrated by observations that increased speech production rate increases thalamus activation but not putamen activation ([@bib61]; [@bib52]; [@bib66], [@bib65]). Likewise, several studies have reported increased activation in the thalamus for reading unfamiliar relative to familiar words but with no corresponding effect in the putamen ([@bib22]; [@bib4]; [@bib10]). The left thalamus, but not the putamen, also plays a consistent role in name retrieval, irrespective of whether the stimuli are pictures of objects, written words, letters, or colors ([@bib58]). Moreover, in a metanalysis of reading studies, [@bib84] found that the left thalamus was consistently activated but putamen activation was not mentioned.

One explanation for why putamen activation is inconsistent across reading studies is that its involvement depends on the reading strategy used. We recently, presented evidence to support this hypothesis in a study that segregated 2 different networks that were differentially activated across subjects who were all reading aloud familiar words with regular spellings ([@bib75]). The left putamen was associated with one of these networks and was significantly more correlated with activation in anterior occipito-temporal sulcus (aOT) than posterior occipito-temporal cortex (pOT) ([@bib75]). Intersubject variability in putamen activation has also been put forward in other contexts, including for instance counting ([@bib33]; [@bib25]), consistent with putamen activity varying with the cognitive strategy used by different subjects. Alternatively, instead of depicting the involvement of the putamen as a localized focus in an activation map that compared reading with baseline conditions, its role can be pictured as part of a processing network. This perspective fits with recent studies that advocated the importance of considering what is specific to reading not only as a set of localized regions but also in terms of specific interactions and networks (see discussion in [@bib64]). For instance, although pictures and words have been found to activate the same regions in the left occipito-temporal cortex (e.g., [@bib49]; [@bib59]; [@bib79]; [@bib88]), modality specific processing becomes more evident at the system/network level (e.g., see [@bib37]; [@bib64]). It is in this perspective that assessing the interactions of both the putamen and thalamus during reading aloud takes on its importance. Specifically, we were interested here in the interactions between word recognition areas in occipito-temporal cortex ([@bib13]; [@bib36]; [@bib60]; [@bib85]) and articulation areas in the left precentral cortex (PrC) and whether these interactions are mediated via activity in the putamen, the thalamus or both.

To visualize the dynamics and the directions of the interaction in both putamen and thalamus, we went beyond the functional connectivity concept (e.g., [@bib7]; [@bib28]; [@bib57]) and used DCM to estimate the neuronal dynamics of the modeled processes by means of a hemodynamic forward model ([@bib24]). Several other studies have used DCM to model neuronal interactions with occipito-temporal (OT) regions during reading ([@bib5]; [@bib47]; [@bib9]; [@bib51]; [@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib29]); however, only one study ([@bib9]) explored the interaction between the putamen and OT (with OT referred to as fusiform). Contrary to the expectations of the current study, [@bib9] did not find reading modulated inputs from the OT (fusiform) to the putamen. However, there are several key differences between the [@bib9] study and ours. First, the [@bib9] study used a very large OT region that included data from both pOT and aOT; therefore, it did not accommodate the known functional subdivisions within OT along the posterior-to-anterior axis ([@bib49]; [@bib36]; [@bib47]; [@bib60]; [@bib85]; [@bib44]; [@bib75]). Second, the interaction between OT and putamen was estimated in the context of a silent rhyme detection task that would have required a different strategy to the reading aloud task that we used. Third, the [@bib9] model included frontal, temporal and cerebellar regions associated with phonological processing, whereas our model included PrC and the thalamus. The context of the OT to putamen interactions are therefore not the same.

Last but not least, to determine whether regional interactions in our model were selective to reading, we need to include relatively matched baselines. Our experimental design therefore included 4 different conditions: Reading aloud, picture naming; saying "1,2,3" to meaningless symbols matched in size and complexity to the visual words; and saying 1,2,3 to pictures of meaningless nonobjects matched in size and complexity to the pictures of real objects. The 1,2,3 conditions partially controlled for visual input and articulatory output but not for the links between visual and articulatory regions. The picture naming condition fully controlled for speech output because the written words were the names of the objects in the pictures. It also controlled for some of the processes involved in retrieving phonology from visual inputs ([@bib8]; [@bib49]; [@bib59]). However, unlike reading, picture naming cannot proceed without semantics ([@bib27]). Therefore, the DCM analysis will be able to identify the interactions that increased selectively during reading aloud when visual processing and articulation are fully controlled.

In summary, we aimed to characterize the interactions between OT and PrC regions that are mediated by the putamen, the thalamus, or both during reading aloud. Our discussion above leads us to the following hypotheses: 1) the interactions between left putamen and aOT will increase even when articulation is fully controlled; 2) the regional interactions with the putamen will be independent of the regional interactions with the thalamus; 3) there will be intersubject variability in the most effective reading pathway; and therefore 4) the pathway from aOT to PrC that involved the putamen will not be exclusive. We therefore set up a DCM model that included the following 5 left hemisphere regions: the posterior OT (pOT), the anterior OT (aOT), the putamen, thalamus, and the left PrC. Our aim was to identify the pathway between the (aOT) and output (PrC) regions that best explained the data. Our analyses compared regional interactions between the different conditions of our design and focused on pathways that were selective to reading.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Subjects
--------

We started with a cohort of 58 right-handed healthy subjects. From this cohort, we selected 28 subjects who had robust and consistent activation in all 5 of our regions of interest (ROIs, see below for details). Our 28 selected subjects (12 females, 16 males, aged 27 ± 18 years) gave written informed consent to participate in this study. Subjects were native English speakers, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The study was approved by the National Hospital for Neurology and Institute of Neurology Joint Ethic\'s Committee.

Experimental Design
-------------------

All stimuli were derived from a set of 192 objects with 3--6 letter common names with regular spelling-to-sound relationships: Thirty-three objects had 3-letter names (cat, bus, and hat), 65 had 4-letter names (ship, bell, frog, and hand), 58 had 5-letter names (teeth, camel, and snake), and 36 had 6-letter names (spider, dagger, and button). During 2 separate scanning sessions, subjects were asked to 1) read aloud 96 3- to 6-letter object names with consistent spelling-to-sound relationships (e.g., hat, tent, horse, and carrot); 2) name presented pictures of familiar objects; and 3) say 1,2,3 to meaningless pictures of symbols or nonobjects (unfamiliar stimuli). In each session, there were 4 different word-reading blocks that each lasted 18 s, with 12 words per block presented in triads (3 words together) every 4.5 s. By presenting triads of words (3 on the screen at a time), subjects were able to read the 3 high-frequency words very rapidly. This maximizes the efficiency of our experimental design by blocking events of interest together. There were also 4 blocks of object naming and 4 blocks of saying "123" to unfamiliar (meaningless) pictures of symbols or nonobjects, presented in exactly the same way as the reading blocks. In addition there were 6 blocks of fixation (14.4 s per block). For the reading and object naming conditions, triads of stimuli were constructed where there was no obvious semantic relationship between the 3 different items in the triad (e.g., slide, axe, and cup). Accuracy of vocal responses during all conditions was recorded with a MRI-compatible microphone. To minimize artefacts from head motion and airflow caused by the mouth opening and closing, subjects were instructed to whisper their response with minimal mouth movement. Although a sound cancellation system allowed us to identify the accuracy of vocal response, it was not possible to extract the response times. Stimulus presentation was via a video projector, a front-projection screen and a system of mirrors fastened to a head coil. Additional details about the paradigm and stimuli can be found in our previous work (cf. [@bib75]; [@bib40]).

MRI Acquisition
---------------

Experiments were performed on a 1.5-T Siemens system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). In the functional MRI (fMRI) experiment, imaging consisted of a single shot gradient Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time/echo time/Flip = 3600 ms/50 ms/90°, field of view = 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, 40 axial slices, 2 mm thick with a 1-mm gap). Functional scanning was always preceded by 14.4 s of dummy scans to ensure tissue steady-state magnetization. To avoid ghost-EPI artefacts, a generalized reconstruction algorithm was used for data preprocessing.

fMRI Data Analysis
------------------

Data processing and statistical analyses were performed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping SPM5 software package (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, United Kingdom, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>). All functional volumes were spatially realigned, un-warped, normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the unified normalization--segmentation procedure of SPM5, and smoothed with an isotropic 6-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel, with resulting voxels size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^. Time series from each voxel were high-pass filtered (1/128-Hz cutoff) to remove low-frequency noise and signal drift. The preprocessed functional volumes of each subject were then submitted to a fixed-effects analysis, using the general linear model at each voxel. Each stimulus onset was modeled as an event in condition-specific "stick-functions" with a duration of 4.32 s per trial and a stimulus onset interval of 4.5 s. The resulting stimulus functions were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function that provided regressors for the linear model. The appropriate summary or contrast image was then entered into a second-level analysis (i.e., random-effects analysis) to enable inferences at the group level. From this second-level analysis, we generated statistical parametric maps of the *t* statistic at each voxel SPM{*t*}, which characterized differences in activation for any condition (i.e., word reading, object naming, and saying 123 to unfamiliar symbols and nonobjects) relative to fixation.

ROI Selection
-------------

As described in the Introduction, our model included 5 regions. We hypothesized that visual information entered at the level of pOT and exited our model at PrC; we could then explore the pathways between these 2 regions and the intermediate roles played by aOT, thalamus, and putamen. Activation in pOT and PrC was consistent across all 3 conditions (reading, picture naming and saying 1,2,3) relative to fixation. In contrast, activation in aOT, putamen, and thalamus was higher during reading and naming than saying 1,2,3, which suggests that these areas were playing a role in linking visual inputs to motor outputs ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The coordinates (in MNI space) for our 5 ROIs were identified from the group analysis for the contrast "reading versus fixation" (*P* \< 0.05 corrected): pOT = {*x* = −42, *y* = −62, *z* = −16}, aOT = {*x* = −42, *y* = −44, *z* = −16}, thalamus = {*x* = −10, *y* = −18, *z* = 6}, putamen = {*x* = −22, *y* = 0, *z* = 6}, and (v) PrC = {*x* = −48, *y* = −12, *z* = 36}, see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Note that pOT and aOT here are very close to the 2 most consistent subdivisions of OT identified in a previous metanalysis of 35 neuroimaging studies of reading at {−44, −58, −15} and {−48, −41, −16}, respectively (see [@bib36]). In concordance with previous studies ([@bib34]; [@bib71]), the articulatory region PrC in the precentral gyrus is close to the "MLT--PMC" region (i.e., the "mouth, lips, and tongue" region of the primary motor cortex) that has been shown to be involved in motor processing of the mouth (e.g., see Fig. 1 of [@bib34]).

![(*A*) Activation pattern for reading relative to fixation (group analysis, *P* \< 0.05 corrected). The localization of the 3 cortical regions is illustrated on the sagittal view (*x*-MNI = −44 mm, top). The 2 subcortical regions are illustrated on the axial slice (*z*-MNI = +6 mm, bottom). pOT = posterior occipito-temporal sulcus, aOT = anterior occipito-temporal sulcus, THA = thalamus, PUT = putamen, and PrC = precentral gyrus. (*B*) Schematic projection of the individual coordinates of the 5 regions on a sagittal (top, *Y--Z* plan) and axial (bottom, *X*--*Y* plan) view. (*C*) Bar plot of the parameter estimates (±standard deviation) of each ROI at the group peak during word reading (WR), object naming (ON), and saying 123 to unfamiliar stimuli (U123).](cercorbhp123f01_ht){#fig1}

After defining our 5 ROIs from the group analysis, eigenvectors (i.e., time series) were extracted in each subject (individual map thresholded at *P* \< 0.05 uncorrected) at the closest maxima within a distance of 4 mm. Critically, this limit of 4-mm distance ensured that DCM models were comparable across subjects by incorporating consistent functional regions (for a similar rationale see [@bib81]). Previous DCM studies with reading that have included OT regions have used very liberal distances between regions across subjects (e.g., more than 20 mm in [@bib5]; [@bib9]; [@bib11]). This may yield inconsistent effects across subjects because data will come from different functional regions/subdivisions in different subjects. Therefore, we used much stricter criteria for region selection at the individual level to ensure robust and consistent effects across subjects and the most optimal implementation of the DCM. This was possible because we started with a large cohort of 58 right-handed subjects. We then selected those that had robust activation (*P* \< 0.05 uncorrected) at a 4-mm distance from the group peaks of our 5 ROIs. The choice of ROIs within 4 mm from the group peaks maximized the spatial resolution of our data and ensured that there was no overlap in the voxels included in different ROIs. An examination of activity in our 58 subjects within 4 mm from the group peaks indicated that pOT was identified in 53 subjects, aOT in 45 subjects, thalamus in 40 subjects, putamen in 41 subjects, and PrC in 57 subjects. Although 42 subjects (72%) activated pOT, aOT, and PrC, only 28 (48%) also activated the thalamus and putamen. The remaining subjects did not satisfy our strict criteria even though activation was evident if we increased the distance from the group peaks (\>8 mm) or lowered the statistical threshold (*P* \> 0.1 uncorrected). [Figure 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the consistency of the ROI locations across our 28 subjects. Data (principal eigenvariates) were extracted for each session separately within each ROI (4-mm-radius sphere) and adjusted to the *F*-contrast (i.e., effects of interest) of each subject.

DCM Parameters
--------------

More details about DCM can be found elsewhere (e.g., [@bib24]; [@bib54]; [@bib80]). Briefly, DCM can be considered as a hypothesis-driven neurodynamics model that uses a bilinear state equation to characterize an experimentally perturbed cognitive system. Basically, after defining a model with a set of regions and connections, DCM estimates the different parameters of this model at the neuronal level, using a hemodynamic forward model. This model then compares the generated/modeled functional responses to the measured ones (i.e., the extracted time series).

For a given model, DCM estimates 3 different sets of parameters: 1) input parameters that quantify how brain regions respond to external stimuli, 2) intrinsic parameters reflecting the effective or the latent connectivity that characterizes the coupling between regions, and 3) modulatory parameters that measure changes in effective connectivity induced by some experimental conditions. These different parameters are expressed in Hz within the DCM framework. It is important to keep in mind that 1) DCM is not an exploratory method because it is a generic approach designed to estimate and test explicit models, 2) parameters (intrinsic and modulatory) are estimated at the neuronal level (they are not directly accessible from the hemodynamic measures in fMRI), 3) the coupling between ROIs is not necessarily constrained by anatomical connections, and 4) the estimated model is context dependent, which means that interactions and coupling among regions are constrained by the user-specified driving and modulatory inputs.

DCM Model
---------

Practically, the extracted ROI time series were concatenated over the 2 sessions and incorporated in the DCM model. For each subject, we specified the model as follows (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}): 1) the driving input (i.e., words, objects, unfamiliar symbols, and nonobjects grouped as one regressor) was connected to pOT, 2) pOT was connected to all regions except PrC, 3) PrC was considered as the system-output region that received inputs from all regions except pOT, 4) the connections between aOT, thalamus, and putamen were both forward and backward, and 5) word reading was used as a modulatory input to estimate the change in connection strength as a function of the reading task relative to all other conditions. Although we know that there are many other regions that participate in reading, the inclusion of these regions is not needed to estimate our questions of interest. For example, the direct connections between aOT and PrC would model any effects induced by other brain regions not included in our DCM.

![Schematic view of the DCM model (5 regions, input to pOT, 18 connections, modulated by reading).](cercorbhp123f02_ht){#fig2}

Critically, the rationale for specifying this model is to ensure equivalence between the positions of the 3 regions that showed differential activations in reading versus saying 123 (e.g., [Fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, aOT, thalamus, and putamen occupied equivalent positions (i.e., level in the processing hierarchy) in the model as they all 1) received the same driving input propagation from pOT, 2) converged to the same motor output region PrC, and 3) their position in the DCM model was hence interchangeable. Importantly, by including object naming in the driving input, any significant modulation of effective connectivity by reading would imply that these modulations are highly specific to reading (i.e., object naming was used as a matched baseline). All parameters (intrinsic and modulatory) of the DCM model and their posterior probabilities were then assessed with Bayesian inversion by means of expectation-maximization algorithm ([@bib24]).

DCM Group Analysis: The Local Approach
--------------------------------------

This approach aimed to identify the consistent effects across subjects for each parameter separately (intrinsic and modulatory) of the DCM. The significance of the parameters was thus assessed at the local (connection) level. Practically, in the absence of an a priori hypothesis about the exact modulatory effects, we modeled all the connections in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} by word reading (for a similar rationale see [@bib5]; [@bib9]). Then, all intrinsic and modulatory effects (i.e., parameters) were assessed for each subject. Because of the known interindividual variability in effective connectivity (e.g., [@bib48]), these estimated effects in each subject were subsequently submitted to *t*-tests (i.e., random-effect analyses) to identify the most consistent parameters across our 28 subjects. Significant effects were reported at *P* \< 0.05 corrected (correction based on the number of tested connections: equivalent to *P* \< 0.0028 for 18 tested connections; for a similar rationale see [@bib9]; [@bib78]). The results from this local approach were then used to build further hypotheses for the global approach (see below) by limiting the plausible modulations to the connections that were consistent across our 28 subjects.

DCM Group Analysis: The Global Approach
---------------------------------------

This approach aimed to identify the set of modulatory connections that was most plausible in the context of word reading. Whereas the local approach (described above) guarantees that the connections considered for model selection are consistent across subjects, the global approach finds the optimal combination of these consistent local effects (connections) at the system level. By limiting our global models to those that are validated at the local level, we were also able to reduce the total number of models to 27 (as opposed to the 262,143 possible ways of adding 18 modulations!).

Practically, for each subject, we generated and estimated 27 models that had the same intrinsic connections (as in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) but differed in where modulatory effects were specified (see Results section for more details). Then, to select the most plausible models, we used the Bayesian model selection (BMS) procedure as implemented in the most recent SPM8b version (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, United Kingdom, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>). Although all previous DCM studies have used the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Akaike\'s information criterion (AIC) as measures of model evidence (for more details see [@bib53]), we preferred here to use the more robust and sensitive criterion based on the negative Free energy (*F*), see [@bib82]. Basically, the 3 criteria (AIC, BIC, and F) point to the optimal compromise between the accuracy and the complexity of a given model (i.e., "accuracy minus complexity"). However, unlike the AIC and BIC, the free energy *F* provides a better Laplace approximation for the complexity term (for more details see eq. 19 in [@bib53]) because it takes into account the interdependency between the estimated parameters. This is an important issue that may explain why some previous DCM studies have frequently observed high evidence in favor of the simplest model when using AIC/BIC criteria (e.g., a bias for high cost in penalty for complex models). In fact, as demonstrated recently, AIC and BIC are blind to how much the estimated parameters are dependent on each other, both a priori and a posteriori ([@bib82]), whereas the *F* criterion can take into account such interdependency and thus does not penalize models on the number of parameters alone. In other words, by using this optimal criterion *F*, we ensured here that 1) model complexity will not increase if additional parameters are "redundant" to existing parameters and 2) the parameter estimates of a good model are as precise and uncorrelated as possible (for a detailed discussion see [@bib82]).

After estimating all models and their evidence (the negative free energy *F* expressed here as a log evidence), we then computed the group evidence (of 27 models over 28 subjects) using the BMS procedure. To ensure that our BMS at the group level is robust (e.g., not affected by outliers, e.g., [@bib21]; [@bib1]), we used the hierarchical Bayesian approach developed recently by [@bib82] that is considerably more robust in dealing with outliers ([@bib82]). Fundamentally, using a hierarchical model and variational Bayes, this "robust" BMS approach treats each model as a random variable and estimates the parameters of a Dirichlet distribution, which describes the probabilities for all models considered. It quantifies, in the context of a group of subjects, how likely it is that a specific model generated the data of a subject chosen at random. Here, we computed 2 measures for the group evidence of a given model ([@bib82]): 1) the Dirichlet parameter estimates ("alpha") as a representative measure of the effective number of subjects in which a given model generated the observed data (sum of all alphas is equal to the number of subjects plus the number of compared models), and 2) the "exceedance" probability (*xp*) that describes the belief that a particular model is more likely than any other model given the group data (sum of all *xp* is equal to 1). Note, however, that these measures (i.e., alpha and *xp*) are not "absolute" for a particular model as their values depend on the relative preference/occurrence within the selected models. Although both measures are comparable with rank models at the group level, we preferred to use exceedance probability *xp* because it is particularly intuitive (i.e., all exceedance probabilities sum to one over all tested models). Throughout the results section, a winning model should therefore have an exceedance probability *xp* \> 90%.

Finally, it is worth noting that it is perfectly valid to reverse the order of the local and global approaches if someone already has an a priori knowledge about the plausible models to be tested with DCM (see examples in [@bib81]; [@bib1]; [@bib29]). After comparing the plausible models with BMS, the local approach can then be used to identify the consistent parameters across subjects of the winning models.

Results
=======

Behavioral Results
------------------

Accuracy across sessions was on average 99 ± 1% for word reading and 90 ± 9% for object naming. An accurate response was 1 when all 3 stimuli in a triad were read/named correctly.

FMRI Univariate Voxel-Based Analysis
------------------------------------

Over our 28 subjects, word reading relative to fixation activated a large set of regions associated with visual, occulo-motor, attention, semantic access and articulatory processing (all 5 of our ROIs were activated in this contrast, see [Fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The comparison of reading versus saying 123 to symbols showed increased activation in aOT, thalamus, and putamen (e.g., [Fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, this contrast included superior and middle temporal cortices bilaterally and the cerebellum but these regions were not included in our DCM analyses. More details about these activated patterns can be found elsewhere (e.g., see [@bib75]; [@bib40]). For the current paper, the purpose of this analysis was only to select the coordinates for our 5 ROIs.

DCM Results
-----------

### The Local Approach

#### Intrinsic connections.

All intrinsic connections were significant (i.e., consistent across all subjects) at *P* \< 0.05 corrected. They were all positive, varying from 0.08 to 0.41 Hz (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These intrinsic connections correspond to the latent (i.e., fixed) effective connectivity in our DCM model. In other words, these intrinsic connections represent the effective connectivity that is context independent (i.e., irrespective of input).

###### 

Consistent intrinsic connections in Hz at the group level (all significant at *P* \< 0.05 corrected)

  To (in)   From (out)                        
  --------- ------------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  pOT       ---          0.15   0.09   0.08   ---
  aOT       0.33         ---    0.12   0.11   0.14
  THA       0.24         0.11   ---    0.08   0.10
  PUT       0.18         0.09   0.08   ---    0.09
  PrC       ---          0.41   0.33   0.28   ---

Note: pOT = posterior occipito-temporal sulcus, aOT = anterior occipito-temporal sulcus, THA = thalamus, PUT = putamen, and PrC = precentral gyrus.

#### Modulatory effects for word reading.

All forward connections were significantly and positively modulated by word reading (at *P* \< 0.05 corrected, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), except the connection from pOT to aOT, with one significant backward connection from PrC to putamen and reciprocal connections between putamen and thalamus. None of the modulations on the backward connections to pOT and aOT were significant ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Positive significant modulatory effects represent increased effective connectivity that is induced by the reading task relative to all other tasks.

###### 

Consistent modulatory effects in Hz during reading aloud over all subjects (all significant at *P* \< 0.05 corrected)

  To (in)   Modulatory factor = reading                        
  --------- ----------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------
  pOT       ---                           ns     ns     ns     ---
  aOT       ns                            ---    ns     ns     ns
  THA       0.06                          0.02   ---    0.02   ns
  PUT       0.08                          0.03   0.03   ---    0.02
  PrC       ---                           0.06   0.05   0.05   ---

Note: Positive values indicate an increase in interactions between regions during reading as compared with object naming and saying 123 to unfamiliar stimuli.

#### Consistent modulations across all 28 subjects.

There were 3 pathways (routes) between aOT and PrC that were positively and consistently modulated by reading across all 28 of our subjects. These were 1) via the putamen; 2) via the thalamus; and 3) a "direct" route that did not involve putamen or thalamus but may include other regions that are not explicitly modeled in our DCM. There were also 3 other connections that were positively modulated by reading. These were 4) pOT to thalamus, 5) pOT to putamen, 6) PrC to putamen, and 7) reciprocal connections between putamen and thalamus (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Critically, a consistent pathway (e.g., connection) at the local (parameter) level does not mean that the same pathway will be plausible at the global (systems) level across subjects. This is because the local approach does not test how evidence for one pathway changes with the presence of another pathway. The next analysis (the global approach below) aimed to test if all the positive local modulations were plausible at the system level. This identified the consistent effects that combined into the most efficient (i.e., plausible) systems (see Materials and Methods section). As mentioned above, previous studies have used the global level approach first and then conducted post hoc tests at the local level to check that all the local pathways are consistent across subjects. In our study, we reversed this procedure because knowing which pathways are consistent at a local level enabled us to limit the number of models tested at the global level to those that would be plausible following post hoc tests at the local level.

### The Global Approach

#### Building the plausible models.

On the basis of the findings from the local analysis, we first generated 24 possible combinations of the 3 consistent routes between aOT to PrC. These models are illustrated in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. They all had the same intrinsic connections (as in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) but differed in where word reading was included as a modulatory factor between aOT and PrC. They were categorized at 2 levels. At the first level, there were 6 ways that aOT can connect to PrC: 1) via a direct connection (not via putamen or thalamus), 2) via putamen, 3) via thalamus, 4) directly and via thalamus, 5) directly and via putamen, and 6) via thalamus and via putamen. At the second level, these 6 models were repeated in 4 different configurations: A) in the absence of any additional modulation; B) with modulations on the forward connections from pOT to thalamus and putamen; C) with modulations on the reciprocal connections between putamen and thalamus; and D) with modulations on both forward connections from pOT to thalamus and putamen and reciprocal connections between putamen and thalamus (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Illustration of the 27 different models estimated and compared here (models 1--6, configurations A--D, and 3 additional models 25--27). These models are based on the most consistent effects across our 28 subjects from the fully connected model. Modulations with reading are shown with black and thick arrows.](cercorbhp123f03_ht){#fig3}

In addition, we also considered 3 other models. Model (25) was the same as configuration B) (i.e., modulations on the forward connections between pOT to putamen and thalamus) but without any modulation on connections between aOT to PrC. This model was used to test the evidence when none of the 3 routes from aOT to PrC were modulated by reading. Model (26) represented a complex model that included all the modulatory effects that were consistent across subjects ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). This model was specified to ensure that we were not losing evidence when using simpler models (i.e., 1--6 in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and also to test model evidence when all the 3 routes aOT-PrC were included. Finally, Model 27 modeled connections between aOT and PrC via putamen (i.e., Model 2 in configuration A) with a backward modulatory connection from PrC to putamen. This model was used to explicitly test the effect of the only significant backward modulation from PrC. We therefore had a total of 27 models for each of our 28 subjects. After estimation, these models were compared over subjects using the BMS procedure (as detailed in the Materials and Methods section).

The Best Configuration
----------------------

The first step of the model comparison was to establish the best configuration (A vs. B vs. C vs. D) for the modulatory effects between aOT and PrC. To do this, we compared each type of configuration while keeping the modulations on aOT--PrC connections constant (e.g., 1A vs. 1B vs. 1C vs. 1D; 2A vs. 2B vs. 2C vs. 2D, etc). The BMS indicated clear evidence (i.e., very high exceedance probability *xp* \> 90%) for configuration "A" for each Model 1-6 (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that the evidence for Models 1--6 did not improve when increasing complexity (i.e., B, C, or D vs. A).

###### 

BMS for the group, based on the free energy "*F*", of each model (1--6 in their different configurations A--D) and the 2 additional Models 25 and 26

  Model   1A                 1B           1C            1D           25           26
  ------- ------------------ ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
  BMS     (**14.5; 0.91**)   (2.8; 0.0)   (8.2; 0.09)   (2.7; 0.0)   (3.0; 0.0)   (2.9; 0.0)
                                                                                  
          2A                 2B           2C            2D           25           26
  BMS     (**17.1; 0.99**)   (2.7; 0.0)   (6.2; 0.01)   (2.5; 0.0)   (2.7; 0.0)   (2.7; 0.0)
                                                                                  
          3A                 3B           3C            3D           25           26
  BMS     (**15.5; 0.96**)   (2.8; 0.0)   (7.1; 0.04)   (2.7; 0.0)   (3.1; 0.0)   (2.8; 0.0)
                                                                                  
          4A                 4B           4C            4D           25           26
  BMS     (**15.4; 0.95**)   (2.7; 0.0)   (7.5; 0.05)   (2.6; 0.0)   (3.3; 0.0)   (2.5; 0.0)
                                                                                  
          5A                 5B           5C            5D           25           26
  BMS     (**16.7; 0.98**)   (2.6; 0.0)   (6.7; 0.02)   (2.5; 0.0)   (2.9; 0.0)   (2.4; 0.0)
                                                                                  
          6A                 6B           6C            6D           25           26
  BMS     (**16.4; 0.98**)   (2.7; 0.0)   (6.8; 0.02)   (2.5; 0.0)   (3.1; 0.0)   (2.4; 0.0)

Note: The BMS was performed between the models of each row (i.e., BMS analysis on 6 selected models). For each model, the values of alpha and the exceedance probability *xp* are provided (alpha; *xp*). Models with *xp* \> 0.9 (shown in bold) are considered as the winning models (i.e., high group evidence).

The 3 Additional Models
-----------------------

As shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, there was stronger evidence for Models 1--6 in configuration A (noted 1A--6A) even when the comparison included Models 25 and 26. Likewise, there was strong evidence (*xp* = 99.2%) for Model 2A compared with Model 27. Thus, BMS found no evidence for our 3 additional models. This suggests that the models were less plausible when they did not include modulations on the connections from aOT to PrC (Model 25) or when the additional modulation on the backward connection was included (Model 27) or when all possible (i.e., consistent) modulations were included (Model 26). Moreover, it illustrates that there was no overall preference for simpler or more complex models, for example, Model 25 is simpler but less plausible than Models 1--6C, whereas Model 26 is more complex but less plausible than Models 1--6A.

The Most Plausible Modulatory Connections between aOT and PrC
-------------------------------------------------------------

Having established that the most plausible configuration was A, the next step involved the pairwise comparison of models 1A--6A. The results are listed in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} with strong evidence (\>90%) for one model over another highlighted in bold and weak (trend) evidence (85% \< *xp* \< 90%) highlighted in bold italics.

###### 

BMS for the group, based on the free energy *F*, of each model (1A--6A)

  Versus   Model                                                                                            
  -------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------------ -------------------- --------------
  1A       ---                  ***(17.8; 0.85)***   (9.6; 0.02)    (11.4; 0.09)       ***(18.2; 0.88)***   (12.1; 0.14)
  2A       (12.2; 0.15)         ---                  (6.6; 0.0)     (9.3; 0.02)        (15.5; 0.57)         (7.8; 0.0)
  3A       **(20.4; 0.98)**     **(23.4; 1.0)**      ---            **(19.0; 0.93)**   **(23.5; 1.0)**      (16.6; 0.72)
  4A       **(18.6; 0.91)**     **(20.7; 0.98)**     (11.0; 0.07)   ---                **(22.3; 1.0)**      (13.4; 0.27)
  5A       (11.8; 0.12)         (14.5; 0.43)         (6.5; 0.0)     (7.7; 0.0)         ---                  (6.9; 0.0)
  6A       ***(17.9; 0.86)***   **(22.2; 1.0)**      (13.4; 0.28)   (16.6; 0.73)       **(23.1; 1.0)**      ---

Note: The BMS was performed between each pair of models (i.e., 15 BMS analyses) by comparing a model in a column to a model in a row. For each model, the values of alpha and the exceedance probability *xp* are provided (alpha; *xp*). Models with *xp* \> 0.9 (shown in bold) are considered as the winning models (i.e., high group evidence). Weak (trend) evidences (85% \< *xp* \< 90%) are shown in bold italics.

The first thing to note is that reading modulated the connections from aOT to PrC via the putamen (Models 2A and 5A) rather than via the thalamus (Models 3A and 4A). There was also strong evidence that modulatory connections via the putamen were more plausible without the thalamus (Models 2A and 5A) than with the thalamus (Model 6A). From this we conclude that reading boosts the transfer of information from aOT to PrC via the putamen but not via the thalamus. The second thing to note is that the direct route alone (Model 1A) was more plausible than via the thalamus (Models 3A and 6A) or the direct route with the thalamus route (Model 4A). This again suggests that modulatory connections via the thalamus were not a plausible explanation of the data (i.e., thalamic interactions were not selective to reading). Finally, there was weak evidence (85% \< *xp* \< 90%) that reading modulations were stronger via the putamen (Models 2A and 5A) than the direct route (i.e., Model 1). However, putamen alone (Model 2A) was equally plausible ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) to putamen combined with the direct route (Model 5A). This suggests that there may be more than one route from aOT to PrC, and thus the route via the putamen was not exclusive.

In summary, the comparison of 27 models suggests that the best fitting model is one where reading modulates connections from aOT to PrC via the putamen without the thalamus. However, the route via the putamen is unlikely to be exclusive.

Intersubject Variability in the Best Global Model
-------------------------------------------------

The group comparisons suggest that, in addition to the putamen route, the direct route (i.e., not via the putamen or thalamus) may also be a plausible explanation of our data. To investigate this further, we compared Model 1A (direct route) with Model 2A (via putamen) in each subject. The results are illustrated in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Some subjects showed a preference (i.e., weak evidence) for Model 1A, whereas other subjects showed a preference for Model 2A (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results provide further evidence that, in addition to the modulatory connections via the putamen, there may also be another pathway from aOT to PrC that does not include either the putamen or thalamus. None of the demographic (gender and age) or behavioral (the in-scanner accuracy) variables explained these individual differences (i.e., correlations between the Bayesian factor and these variables were not significant at *P* \< 0.05).

![(Left) schematic view of the most plausible routes from aOT to PrC (direct in 1A, via the putamen in 2A or both in 5*A*). (Right) bar graph of the log evidence of each subject when comparing the direct route (Model 1A) with the route via the putamen (Model 2A).](cercorbhp123f04_ht){#fig4}

Discussion
==========

Although previous functional imaging studies have shown that the putamen and thalamus are activated during reading (e.g., [@bib73], [@bib72]; [@bib62], [@bib61]; [@bib69]; [@bib23]; [@bib38]; [@bib4]; [@bib19]; [@bib10]; [@bib32]), activity in these regions is typically reported in "static" functional maps that ignore the numerous regional interactions that support the reading process. Thus, there is currently no account of how information is passed through these regions or how they interact with one another. In this paper, we investigated whether information flow from word recognition regions in the left ventral anterior occipito-temporal sulcus (aOT) to articulatory regions in the PrC was mediated by activity in the putamen, the thalamus, both, or neither. On the basis of prior studies, we hypothesized that the putamen would interact with aOT; however, we did not know whether this pathway would also include the thalamus, whether there would be an independent pathway via the thalamus or other regions, or how reading pathways might vary over subjects.

Our experimental design focused on regional interactions that were stronger for reading relative to picture naming or saying 1,2,3 to meaningless visual stimuli. Thus, we were looking for what is special about reading rather than looking for regional interactions that are the same for reading and picture naming. Our models were also constrained by the selection of 5 ROIs. Thus, we focused on the most anterior part of the region surrounding the ventral occipito-temporal sulcus rather than including more dorsal occipital or parietal regions. In part, our choice of regions was limited to those activated by reading relative to the 1,2,3, baseline condition (i.e., ventral OT but not parietal regions). We also had prior knowledge from [@bib75] that activation in the left putamen covaried, across subjects, with that in aOT. However, covariation in regional activation, across subjects, does not indicate whether the regions are part of the same system within subject; how the regions interact with one another; or whether the interactions are special for reading. Moreover, by using an optimal implementation of the DCM analysis in a context that required overt responses and a carefully defined anterior OT, we aimed to reveal consistent interactions between aOT and putamen that were not identified in a recent DCM study ([@bib9]).

The Different Pathways from aOT to PrC
--------------------------------------

The results of our DCM analyses confirmed our hypothesis that the putamen increased interactions with aOT during reading. Interestingly, our findings extend those from our previous functional covariance study ([@bib75]), by showing that the interaction with aOT was mainly forward (i.e., from aOT to putamen). In addition, we demonstrated strong evidence, at the system level, for an involvement of the putamen in the interactions between aOT and PrC (i.e., model 2A). Critically, this observation was derived from a comparison of reading to object naming and other control tasks. We can therefore infer that the modulatory connections from aOT to articulatory areas via the putamen are stronger for reading than picture naming, even though activation per se was not greater for reading than picture naming. To the contrary, in aOT, activation was higher for picture naming than reading (see [Fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which illustrates the complementary types of inferences that can be drawn from DCM and univariate analyses. This rationale has also been shown in recent DCM studies that observed complementary results between standard main effect analysis and DCM analyses during semantic ([@bib78]) or lexical decision ([@bib12]; [@bib29]) tasks.

On the other hand, one may argue that the specific interactions observed here during reading might be driven by differences in task difficulty. In fact, as mentioned in the Results section, the accuracy of our subjects is lower during object naming than reading, indicating different difficulty levels for our 3 tasks (saying 123, reading and naming). However, we argue here that our winning models were not biased by task difficulty for the following reasons: 1) all our 27 models differed only in the modulated connections, and because only one modulatory factor was used (reading as one contextual input), it is therefore reasonable to assume that task difficulty differences were "constant" across all models; 2) difficulty level in reading is intermediate (between saying 123 and object naming); therefore, the winning models cannot be driven by a task being too easy or too difficult; and 3) the DCM, as a generative model, explains in a mechanistic way the observed responses in the GLM analysis. In other words, effects and factors of interest are those that are visible in the GLM. Because our effects of interest cannot be explained by task difficulty alone (e.g., activity in the thalamus and putamen did not correspond to the task difficulty level), it is unlikely that difficulty is causing changes in effective connectivity between aOT, PrC, and subcortical regions. Our selected ROIs are also different from the set of regions (e.g., frontal, insular, cingulate, and parietal regions) that have previously been shown to be correlated with task difficulty during reading different kinds of words (e.g., see [@bib4]).

Over and above showing the role of the putamen in transferring information from visual recognition to articulatory areas, our system level (global) analyses also indicated that thalamic interactions were not selective to reading between aOT to PrC (model 3A). Thus, although thalamic activation is more common than putamen activation during reading, it was the putamen, not the thalamus, that was found to play a special role in reading (models 2A and 5A). Nevertheless, we must emphasize that the absence of reading modulations via the thalamus, in the global analysis, may indicate that the thalamic pathway was not selective for reading. It does not exclude the possibility that the same thalamic pathway was involved in picture naming as well as reading. Nor does it exclude the possibility that the thalamus is involved in a different reading pathway that does not involve aOT, PrC, or the putamen.

Finally, we show that the best fit of our data was not limited to an exclusive reading pathway through the putamen. There was also evidence for another reading pathway between aOT and PrC that does not involve either the putamen or thalamus but may involve other regions that were not included in our models (model 1A). Analysis of each subject\'s data independently illustrated that the best fit of the data involved the putamen pathway in some subjects and the direct pathway in other subjects (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The individual subject analysis therefore indicated variability in reading preferences, as predicted on the basis of behavioral (e.g., [@bib2]; [@bib89]; [@bib3]; [@bib77]; [@bib35]) and neuroimaging ([@bib57]; [@bib75]; [@bib40]) studies of reading. One challenging issue in the future will be to identify the plausible phenotype--genotype associations that may explain the differences in the preferred reading model.

A Particular Role for the Putamen
---------------------------------

We can ask whether the putamen pathway might correspond to a particular cognitive strategy. For example, unlike object naming, reading can proceed on the basis of nonsemantic sublexical relationships between orthography and phonology ([@bib76]; [@bib14]; [@bib55]; [@bib15]). Therefore, one might argue that the putamen supports phonological decoding in sublexical--nonsemantic reading. Consistent with this hypothesis, previous studies have shown that activity in the left putamen correlates with the demands (speed) on phonological processing ([@bib83]) and increases when verbal output must be monitored during syllable production ([@bib67]). These findings are also in line with a broader literature suggesting a role for the putamen in different phonological and speech output processes ([@bib68]; [@bib50]; [@bib26]; [@bib66]; [@bib83]; [@bib6]; [@bib46]), and with previous structural and functional connectivity studies that have observed significant connections between putamen and the primary and supplementary motor cortices, premotor cortex, and cerebellum ([@bib30]; [@bib86]; [@bib56]; [@bib43]; [@bib18]; [@bib20]; [@bib46]).

On the basis of these findings, it is therefore tempting to propose that the reading pathway via the putamen is the signature for the extra coordination of complex motor sequences that is required when phonemes are assembled during sublexical reading. However, this interpretation is difficult to reconcile with observations that aOT activation is higher when phonological retrieval cannot proceed on the basis of sublexical processing. Thus, we observed greater aOT activation for object naming than reading (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and several previous studies have reported greater aOT activation for reading exception words with irregular spellings than unfamiliar pseudowords ([@bib31]; [@bib36]; [@bib47]; [@bib60]). This conundrum of results may indicate that the putamen supports lexical or semantic access from aOT to the speech production system during reading. Consistent with this proposal, [@bib72] have suggested that the left putamen might be involved when semantic access is needed to read aloud Japanese phonograms ("kana" words).

An alternative perspective comes from considering studies that showed variation in subcortical activation across conditions. Here, the study by [@bib70] is particularly relevant. These authors compared activation for written words versus consonant strings, superimposed on line drawings of familiar objects ([@bib70]). When the subjects attended to the letter strings, a typical pattern of reading activation was observed in frontal and temporal regions. However, when the subjects attended to pictures, leaving the letter strings unattended, the comparison of words to consonant strings resulted in thalamic and putamen activation that the authors associated with automatic reading processes. The results of the [@bib70] study therefore lead us to suggest that intersubject variability in reading pathways may be a consequence of different levels of attention. However, further studies are required to test this and other interpretations because our paradigm was not designed to investigate functional differences in reading strategy across skilled readers.

Implication for Cognitive Models of Reading
-------------------------------------------

One important implication of this study is the necessity to recognize the particular role of subcortical structures in cognitive models of reading. As far as we know, the only model of word reading that explicitly incorporated subcortical regions was that of [@bib63] who suggested, in their "E-Z Reader" model, an important role for subcortical structures in modulating attentional resources during the control of eye movement in word reading (e.g., see Fig. 14 of [@bib63]). In a more general context, subcortical structures have been included in some language processing models (for review see [@bib50]; [@bib87]). For instance, Crosson\'s model ([@bib16], [@bib17]) predicts an intermediate role for the basal ganglia linking language networks to speech output. Specifically, in this model called "the response release/semantic feedback model," the thalamus played a pivotal role in semantic monitoring and the selection of lexical alternatives, whereas the basal ganglia (e.g., putamen and globus pallidus) played mainly an inhibitory role in the release of cortically formulated segments into the speech output system. In other words, the basal ganglia role is restricted to later language processes that require inhibition of competing alternatives (see also discussion in [@bib45]). Recently, in a more general framework, subcortical structures (mainly caudate nucleus, thalamus, and putamen) have been shown to be more involved when language processing cannot rely entirely on automatic processes but has to recruit controlled processes as well ([@bib39]).

Based on these previous accounts, we hypothesize that the role of the left putamen in regular word reading is to control the release of phonological codes (e.g., articulation plans) to the speech output system. From our point of view, this hypothesis explains the interactions we observed between the left putamen and the word recognition (aOT) and articulation (PrC) systems. Although much further investigation is required to understand these interactions, we predict that the contribution of the putamen to reading depends on the strategy adopted by the reader.

Practical Issues
----------------

As detailed above, DCM offers a flexible framework to estimate effective connectivity at the neuronal level with high sensitivity in different contexts and between different regions. However, some practical issues should be acknowledged when using DCM to assess effective connectivity. Specifically, 1) the estimated model is context dependent, which means that interactions between 2 regions may depend on other included regions and connections, in addition to the specified driving and modulatory inputs; 2) significant interactions between 2 regions do not necessarily mean a direct effect between the 2 regions as this does not preclude the mediation of other regions that are not explicitly included in the DCM analysis; 3) a significant effective connection between 2 regions is independent from whether anatomical connections exist or not between the 2 regions; 4) effective connectivity, like functional responses, vary across subjects, and this is why connectivity results at the subject level were treated here as random variables and submitted to *t*-test analyses and we also estimated their consistency across subjects (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) due to the size of ROIs and their variable localizations across subjects, it was not possible to select specific putamen subdivisions and thalamic nuclei that have different functional properties; and 4) due to the practical limitation of the allowed maximum number of ROIs in DCM analysis, several interesting regions that are typically activated during reading aloud have not been considered in our model, including for instance the superior temporal gyrus.

In the same way, by restricting our analyses to a subset of subjects, one might argue about the generalizability of our findings. As a rule, DCM requires data from all regions in all subjects; however, there are numerous reasons why fMRI data may not be consistent across subjects. Most relate to noise in the data due to either the subject themselves (e.g., movement, attention, and weak hemodynamic responses) or the scanner acquisition protocols (e.g., signal stability). Over and above these data acquisition inconsistencies, subjects may use different strategies for the same task. This means that not all subjects will show robust activation in all the expected areas (e.g., see discussion in [@bib74]). To minimize noise in the data and accommodate intersubject variance in fMRI activation, previous DCM studies have focused their analysis on a subsample of their total subjects (e.g., [@bib81]). Others have used liberal distances from the area of interest (e.g., 20 mm in [@bib5]; [@bib9]) in order to find robust activation in all their subjects. There are pros and cons to each of these solutions. In our paper, we wanted to ensure high spatial definition (e.g., to segregate aOT and pOT in all subjects); therefore, we only considered data that were within 4 mm of our selected group coordinates. By restricting our sample to those with the most robust and consistent data, we have produced strong evidence for how putamen activation is functionally connected to other regions of the reading system. However, it is also important to point out that our results only pertain to the subjects included in the analysis. For the remaining subjects who did not show a significant activation (at *P* \< 0.05) in all of our ROIs, alternative models should be considered with different ROIs. However, the BMS procedure cannot be used in this context as model comparison can only operate on models with exactly the same nodes.

Another important methodological issue is the difference between the local and global approaches. The local approach allows us to determine the parameters that are significant and consistent across our subjects, whereas the global approach determines the best/optimal combination of local parameters. Several previous studies have used the findings of the local approach as representative of the best model at the system level (e.g., [@bib5]; [@bib9]). The local approach can indeed be useful when no hypotheses are actually available to build plausible and valid models that can be tested with the global approach or when the number of all possible models (i.e., the search space) is very high to be practically tested (but see [@bib42] for DCM with few ROIs). In other words, by combining both approaches we guaranteed the following issues: 1) a reasonable number of possibilities to build plausible models for the global approach. For instance, the local approach revealed that only the backward connection between PrC and PUT was significant (tested in model 27), which reduced significantly the number of models with all possible combinations of backward connections; 2) all modulations that were combined at the system level (models 1--27) were all significant and consistent across subjects. This helps to avoid the situation of a winning model that contained inconsistent effects across subjects. However, we argue here against generalizing these local effects to the system level. For instance, our results indicated that the output model from the local approach that contained all consistent intrinsic and modulatory effects (Model 26) is not the model with the highest evidence at the global level (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). In other words, the local effects that were found to be highly consistent across our 28 subjects did not combine into the most effective way at the system level because the local approach by definition ignored all the dependencies between the estimated parameters (i.e., for each subject, these dependencies were approximated in the negative free energy as a measure of the model evidence). This is an important conceptual issue to keep in mind when comparing different DCM studies that used different approaches.

Nevertheless, despite the practical limitations detailed above, we ensured here an optimal implementation for DCM analysis by 1) using strict criteria for ROI selection that guaranteed comparable models across subjects, 2) limiting the generated models (hypotheses) to the most consistent modulatory effects across our 28 subjects, 3) ensuring that the estimated parameters were precise and uncorrelated by using sensitive criterion, based on the negative free energy to measure the relevance of each tested model, and 4) using the random-effects BMS to minimize the contribution of outlier subjects.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, we demonstrated here, with DCM, how the left putamen played a pivotal role during reading aloud familiar words in skilled readers. Our DCM included critical reading areas in the left ventral occipito-temporal cortex and the effect of reading was compared with carefully designed control conditions that included articulation and object naming. The comparison of competitive models that differed in the pathways from word recognition to speech output yielded 2 possible pathways, one of which involved the putamen. Our findings bring additional support to the importance of incorporating subcortical structures in cognitive models of reading aloud. Future studies are now needed to see how the dynamics of subcortical structures change with the type of word and reading strategy in both skilled and unskilled readers.
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